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By Rex Lee Reynolds

Lulu.com. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 101
pages. Includes the prime formulas for getting your books
published and selling fast. Written by a quality assurance
engineer, web developer, businessman and author of a dozen
books. Get your books into print and selling in the marketplace
now, at the lowest cost to you with maximum sales and profits!
Whether you are a veteran or new to writing and publishing,
this checklist will provide you with methods for getting the
most out of conventional or self-publishing, and help you
decide which is best for you. Checklist is a comprehensive and
detailed guide for the author who wants to get their book into
print immediately and sell as many copies as possible, with
methods and tools for publishing and marketing. Includes
details about how to get exta benefits, advantages and sales
boosts from online inbound marketing and social networking
media. Basics and advanced methods for low-cost marketing
with maximum return for the author. Includes submission
guidelines for conventional and self-publishing, with many tips
and techniques for getting low-cost or free exposure This item
ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really
completely and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Hector  Cole Jr .-- Mr . Hector  Cole Jr .

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will
likely be enhance once you full looking over this ebook.
-- Jua nita  R eynolds-- Jua nita  R eynolds
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